
JOINING CLAY  
 
WET TO WET  
Ideal stage for joining, but often inappropriate because of the weight and overly 
plastic nature of wet clay.  
 
Often wet clay can be joined without slip simply by scouring. With an 
overlapping joint, scour the edges of the overlap and then apply a wet clay coil 
(lasso) around the joint, push the coil up into the one piece, then down, filling the 
scours.  Finally, smooth together both pieces with a finger or a tool until the clay 
“thinks it is all one piece.”  This method works for overlapping joints or when 
joining small pieces.  DO NOT USE WHEN CONNECTING TWO FLAT PLANES. 
  
When you are joining two flat wet pieces in a parallel configuration OR if 
you are using a high shrinkage body such as porcelain you need to use 
THICK slip.  Ideally so thick it is just “mushy clay.”  Frost both sides of joint and 
then scour. Push together.  Scour the edge of the seam and work in a coil of clay, 
blending it up and down until the seam disappears. 
  
WET TO FIRM (LEATHER)  
Ideal for handles, knobs, or soft slab sculpture.  Slip and scour the leather hard 
side.  Sometimes I score again and push in damp clay if I think that the joint is 
too watery. Push the two areas together.  Keep covered at least 24 hours so the 
joint can dry slowly.  
 
FIRM TO FIRM (BOTH LEATHER)  
Slip and scour both pieces. Use thick slip.  Push together.  Scour across the joint 
edge and insert a guard coil, pushing it into the scours.  
 
WET OR LEATHER TO DRY  
Use only in situations of repair or when over drying has occurred. Dip paper towel 
in clean water and wrap tightly around the edge of the dry piece. Wait two 
minutes and unwrap.  Scour gently and push in creamy “magic” slip.  Rewrap.  
Wait two minutes.  Scour again and push in moist clay. Repeat as often as 
needed, alternating between the thick slip and wet clay until the edge is 
workable.  It is best to build wet off this.  Second best option is to slip and scour a 
leather hard piece and join it to the dry piece.   
 
DRY TO DRY 
The most difficult joint is dry to dry.  Both edges must be slowly worked up to the 
state of moist clay before joining.  After joining, put damp, not dripping, paper 
towel around the immediate dry area next to the joint.  NOT ON THE JOINT. 
Wrap the joint and immediate area in plastic and then drape the whole piece in 
plastic.  You may also apply wax to the joint . Keep covered 48 hours. 


